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The work described in this thE sis was undertaken to study the reasons

why Azotobacter vinelandii ATCC 12837 after incubation in Burk's nitrogen-

free liquid will not form as many colonies when plated on Difco Tryptic

Soy Agar as when plated on Burk's nitrogen-free agar.

The difference in growth of A. vinelandii on the two agars was established

by performing viable cell-plate counts. The difference in growth was most

apparent at 24-hours incubation of the Burk's liquid-media cultures. Phase

contrast microscopic observations of Tryptic Soy media cultures of A. vine-

landili disclosed the regular formation of fungold cells at early stages of

growth of the bacteria, 18 to 24 hrs.
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INTRODUCTION

Azotobacter vinelandii grown in certain concentrations of Difco peptone

produce characteristic morphological variants termed fungoid cells (17) .

Fungoid cells are described by Vela and Rosenthal (17) as cells having an

irregular shape and which appear to lack structural rigidity. They are

characterized by extensive cell elongation and enlargement, apparent lack

of complete cell division, and in some cases, division by budding. Figures

6 and 7 are photomicrographs of representitive fungoid cells while, figure 8

is a photomicrograph of a Gram stain of several fungoid cells. Young cul-

tures of A. vinelandii in nitrogen-free media contain relatively large (two

micrometers in diameter) cells occurring singly or as diploids. They are

rod-shaped and oval in young cultures, tending more toward the oval shape in

cultures older than 24 to 48 hours. Figure 9 is a photomicrograph of typical

cells of A. vinelandii from a culture grown in Burk's nitrogen-free medium.

Inducement of fungoid-like cells under conditions similar to those

described above has been observed before. Eisenstark, et al (5) were

able to see formation of "giant cells" of Azotobacter agile after transfer from

nitrogen-free media to media containing beef extract or soil extract. Vela

and Cagle (16) were able to see these giant cells in nigtogen-free media at

specific times during the cycle of cyst formation and excystment of

A. vinelandii.
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Attempts to clarify the role of Difco peptone in the inducement of fungoid

cells of A . vinelandii (17) led to the conclusion that glycine present in the

peptone was the responsible agent. It was indicated that other amino acids

present in the growth medium probably had some degree of influence on the

process but that glycine in concentrations of 38 to 75 mg/1 was the principal

agent.

Many other bacteria exhibit pleomorphism similar to that which can be

seen in Azotobacter (8) . Some bacteria, including some of the Eubacteriales

(13), form large, spherical cells capable of releasing "L forms". The same

effect was observed in Azotobacter by Van Schreven (14) . Small granular

structures identified as gonidia have been reported in Azotobacter by

Lohnis and Smith (7) and by Bisset and Hale (3) . Gonidia were seen inside

large cells of Azotobacter and were observed being released upon lysis of the

cells (16) .

It has been reported (17) that gonidia are released from fungoid cells

and give rise to normal Azotobacter cells. Some investigators have impli-

cated them in a complex life cycle (7) .

It should be pointed out that many morphological varieties of Azotobacter

other than fungoid cells have been reported including Gram positive forms,

large bacilli (2), symplasms (3), filamentous forms (14) , large, round forms

(5) and others (14) . These morphological variants are generally associated

with a suspected life cycle of Azotobacter (7) . Rubenchik (12) has denied

the existence of a life cycle in Azotobacter and maintains that morphological

variability should be attributed only to environmental influences.
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Eisenstark, et al (5) have offered suggestions regarding the significance

of abnormal forms of bacteria such as are found among the Azotobacteraceae.

They postulate that bizarre forms are, as indicated above, stages in a life

cycle of the bacteria; that they are part of some mode of reproduction other

than binary fission; that they are degenerate forms resulting from depletion

of nutrients in their growth medium; that they are contaminants; that they

are normal cells which can no longer divide; or that they are cells in which

syntehsis of the cell wall has been somehow disrupted.

Other investigators (5) have maintained that the ability of Azotobacter

to assume abnormal shapes under natural conditions such as in soil extract

media, and their ability to assume these shapes in the presence of some anti-

biotics and toxins makes it unlikely that they are merely degenerative forms.

Suggestions have been made that pleomorphic forms of bacteria are

important in their survival and ecological relationships (9) , but few

correlations have been suggested concerning the relationship between pleo-

morphism and viability. A tenable correlation is offered in this thesis.

Since fungoid cells are grossly different from cells grown in nitrogen-

free media, their relative viability compared to cells grown in nitrogen-free

media should yield information on the relationship which must exist between

cell morphology and ability to survive. This question must be answered

before attributing the fungoid or the Burk's media morphology to Azotobacter

cells in the natural situation. Vela and Rosenthal (17) have shown that Azoto-

bacter cells that are grown in peptone are osmotically fragile, especially at
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log phase of growth. Van Schreven (14) has noted transparent forms of

Azotobacter chroococcum which autolyse when grown on manitol glucose

agar with one-fourth per cent peptone added. Neither of these observations,

however, proves that aberrant cell shapes which are formed in peptone media

are less competent to survive than the cells seen in cultures of Burk's

medium.

The question regarding which of the forms of A. vinelandii could be

considered the natural form, if it is assumed that only one is naturally

occurring, goes hand in hand with this question of their relative surviv-

ability. The smaller rod shaped and oval cells seen in nitrogen-free

media could be, as has been pointed out (17) , laboratory artifacts of

growth on artificial media. Fungoid cells, however, may be shapes found

only in media containing peptone. It is tempting to assume that the smaller

rod-shaped and oval cells are the naturally occurring forms while the fungoid

cells, with their flimsy and somewhat amorphous appearance, are creations

of the laboratory. There is reason to believe that Azotobacter cells grown

in nitrogen-free conditions might be hardier than those grown in richer media.

According to Stanier (13) Azotobacter cells multiply well in nature only

where they do not need to compete with other aerobic organisms using the

same nutrients; i.e., in nitrogen-poor environments. They also grow

well where some unusual carbon compounds such as benzoic acid are found (8) .

found (8) .

In the final analysis though, as has been pointed out by Vela and

Rosenthal (17) , the "characteristic morphology of the azotobacter has
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not been described definitively."

The questions concerning which cell shape is the naturally occurring

form and which survives the best cannot be completely answered until

azotobacters can be directly observed in their natural habitat, the soil.

These questions, however, become important in designing many lab-

oratory experiments which depend on the cells growing in a consistant

and predictable manner, such as estimation of population numbers by

enumeration of viable cells.

As with other bacteria, there are many occasions when it is necessary

to obtain accurate measurements of the growth of members of the Azotobac-

teraceae in laboratory culture or in soil or water. Several methods of

measuring bacterial growth are available, including direct microscopic

count, culture turbidity, measurement of nutrient uptake, measurement

of waste product excretion and viable cell count by culture dilution and

plating. Each of these methods has its particular advantages and dis-

advantages so that different methods are employed for different objectives.

Probably the most efficient, accurate and common method for enumerating

bacteria is the viable cell count. This method is used routinely in labora-

tories for the estimation of azotobacter populations (11, 18) .

The main advantages of the viable cell count method are that, unlike other

methods, the results obtained give the number of living cells only, and it is

a suitable method for counting very low and very high concentrations of

cells. The main disadvantages are that the procedure must be carried out

carefully and that the cells must be incubated for prolonged periods to
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allow them to form macroscopic colonies. In addition to this, the results

obtained vary as a function of the plating medium, incubation temperature

and holding conditions before plating. As a consequence, the results are

subject to the operating conditions chosen by the investigator. To obtain

valid results, the investigator must strive to standardize the conditions

of each experiment. For these reasons, estimates of azotobacter population

sizes are subject to many errors and many reported investigations undoubt-

edly reflect this problem. It is this idea that serves as the rationale for this

thesis.

When using the viable cell count method, there are certain precautions

that must be followed to assure reproducible results. Dilutions must be

mixed well prior to transfer and plating so that any random aliquant removed

from the dilution will have approximately the same number of cells as all

other aliquants. The aliquants from a dilution placed onto a plate must be

spread well and evenly to get as good a separation of individual cells as is

possible and as little confluent growth of colonies as possible. Each dilution

to be counted should be plated several times, preferably triplicate, since

the sampling error which normally occurs is decreased as a function of the

total number of colonies counted (13) . Plates with large numbers of colonies

are not useful because overcrowding increases the counting error and results

become erratic; plates with too few colonies inherently bear a large error

due to sampling probability. In practice the vagaries of bacterial growth

make strict application of all these precautions difficult, but attention to

these details increases reproducibility and, as a consequence, accuracy.
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Particular difficulty is encountered in designing procedures to

enumerate bacteria of the genus Azotobacter by the viable cell count method.

Gainy (6) has noted that many cells in a given sample of a culture of Azoto

bacter will not grow on any given medium; this implies that different media will

yield different results even under the best of circumstances.

Alexander (1) has suggested that 90 to 99 percent of the soil bacteria

have nutritional patterns appreciably more complex than that known for other

organisms. Since Azotobacter is a normal constituent of the soil microflora,

counts of viable cells may vary according to the nutritional characteristics

of the plating media employed. Gainy's observations appear to rest in the

more universal theorem proposed by Alexander.

When counting Azotobacter by the viable cell count method, the first

choice of plating media is usually a chemically defined, nitrogen-free medium,

since azotobacters are non-symbiotic nitrogen-fixers and grow well on

nitrogen-free media (10) . In the microbiology laboratories at North Texas

State University, Burk's nitrogen-free medium (12) with a suitable carbon

source has been the medium of choice for many years. Burk's agar plates,

and probably other solid nitrogen-free media, have, however, the disad-

vantage of producing azotobacter growth in large mucoid colonies that tend

to grow together and are hard to count. One of the more common of the

general purpose nutrient media, Difco Tryptic Soy Agar (TSA) , gives rise

to somewhat smaller, more discrete colonies than does Burk's agar and

the plates are much easier to count. This medium can be used satisfactorily

to grow many strains of Azotobacter including A. vinelandii.
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The occurrence of fungoid cells in TSA cultures of Azotobacter has

not been previously reported. Although fungoid cell formation on TSA

might be assumed because the media contains various forms of peptone,

this is not necessarily a tenable assumption. Vela and Rosenthal (17) have

found that only Difco peptone, at a concentration of five per cent (weight/

volume) , out of many peptones tested, produce fungoid cells. Moreover, they

tested Difco tryptone, the major peptone constituent of TSA, and found

that it did not induce fungoid cell formation at the same concentrations as the

Difco peptone. It should be pointed out that other conditions such as culture

age, variations in the amount of phosphate in the growth medium and presence

of - -aminomethane sulfonic acid in the growth of medium can cause formation

of diverse morphological variants of Azotobacter (15, 17) .

Peterson (11) has cultured A. vinelandii on TSA and in Tryptic Soy Broth

(TSB) for enumeration. He has reported that cells grown in Burk's media,

after exposure to ultra violet light (UV) followed by exposure to white light,

could be photoreactivated when plated on Burk's agar but not when plated on

TSA. He also has determined that A. vinelandii grown in TSB was more sus-

ceptible to UV than that grown in liquid Burk's medium. It was suggested

that this is related to varying nutritional characteristics of A. vinelandii

cultured in the two media.

The work reported here bagan as a continuation of these studies. The

object was to search for an explanation for the differences observed when differ-

ent plating media are employed such as in the experiments reported by Peterson

(11) , and further to determine any relationship between this phenomenon and
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the effect of peptone media on morphology as reported by vela and Rosenthal

(17).



MATERIALS AND METHODS

Stock Cultures

Azotobacter vinelandii ATCC 12837 was used in this study. It was ob-

tained in pure culture from another student at North Texas State University

and was maintained on Burk's nitrogen-free agar plates. Transfers were made

at approximately two week intervals and plates were grown at 370C for 48 to 72

hrs. Stock cultures were stored in the refrigerator. The stock culture line

was at no time grown in Tryptic Soy media and all cultures used had the same

previous history.

Experimental Media

Two culture media were employed in this study: a chemically defined

medium, modified Burk's nitrogen-free medium (12) plus one per cent

glucose; and Difco Tryptic Soy Broth (Difco Laboratories, Detroit, Michigan)

Both media were solidified when required by addition of pure agar (Difco) to

a final concentration of two per cent (weight/volume) . The composition of

Burk's nitrogen-free medium is given in Table 1. The medium was made in

lOx and 5x concentrations, stored in the refrigerator and diluted with distilled

water when prepared for use. The glucose was autoclaved separately and

added aseptically after cooling. The composition of TSB (a commercial pre-

paration) is given in Table 2.

10
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A zotobacter vinelandii
Cultures

Liquid cultures of A. vinelandii were usually used to test for morpho-

logical changes in cells. A. vinelandii cells were grown in 25 ml cultures

of Burk's liquid medium or TSB as called for by the particular experiment.

The cultures were incubated on a shaker at 270C. Samples for microscopic

observation were also occasionally obtained from Burk's agar plates and TSA

plates streaked from stock cultures and incubated at 370C for 48 to 72 hours,

as well as from plates used in the viable cell counts described below.

Burk's Medium Dilution
Experiment

In order to determine if Burk's medium carried over with inoculation has

an effect on the morphology of A. vinelandii grown in TSB, 0.1 ml, 0.5 ml, one

ml and five ml aliquants of a two week old Burk's liquid media culture were each

placed in 10 ml TSB. Samples from each of the four resulting dilutions were

observed microscopically after 20 hrs, 48 hrs and 72 hrs incubation on a

shaker at 270C employing the methods described below.

Burk's Media Transfer
Experiment

At one point during the study, to determine if fungoid cells are formed more

readily after certain periods of incubation in Burk's medium, A. vinelandii

was inoculated from Burk's plates into 25 ml of Burk's liquid media and

incubated at 2P C on the shaker. At incubation times, 0, 12, 24, 36, and 48

hrs, 0.1 ml samples of this Burk's liquid culture were each transferred into
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25 ml of TSB. The TSB cultures were incubated at 270C on the shaker and

observed microscopically for changes in cell morphology after growth was

discerned.

Microscopic Observation
and Photography

Miscroscopic observation of A. vinelandii cells for the purposes of estab-

lishing purity of cultures and determining morphological forms was performed

with a Nikon phase contrast microscopic (Nippon Kogaku U.S .A., Inc., N.Y.,

N.Y.) . Gram stains were observed under normal light conditions. Wet mounts

of cells were prepared for oil imersion phase contrast microscopy by removing

all excess water and obtaining very thin films of culture between slide and

cover slip.

Cells were considered to be fungoid if they were at least three or four times

larger than cells typically seen in Burk's nitrogen-free media and of appreciably

different morphology. Cells that were large but were like those seen in Burk's

media (diploid rods and oval shapes) were not considered to be fungoid nor were

cells of unusual shape which were of the same size as those typically found in

Burk's medium. As a result of this somewhat subjective interpretation there

was necessarily a class of "slight" or "moderate" fungoid cells which seemed

to be an intermediate stage between the usual Burk's medium cells and true

fungoid cells.

Cells were photographed with the camera attachment of the phase contrast

microscope on Kodachrome II 35 mm film (Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,

N.Y .) , with the tungsten light source voltage adjusted to 7.5 volts, the exposure
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time adjusted to one-fourth to one second and the exposure aperture adjusted to

meet the resulting light conditions of the speciman. All photographs and enlarge-

ments were processed commercially.

Enumeration of Bacteria

Viable cell counts were performed using Burk's liquid medium and TSB.

The plating and counting procedures in each case were the same and both

Burk's agar and TSB were used as plating media in each case.

The counts were made using the standard dilution and plate count method.

The results were expressed as cells per ml of culture. Cultures were grown in

triplicate and incubated on a rotating shaker at 270C. All burk's liquid media

cultures and TSB cultures grown for purposes of counting contained 25 ml of

media. They were inoculated either by pipeting 0.1 ml of a liquid culture of

Burk's media grown from stock culture, or by placing a sample directly from the

stock culture using an inoculating loop, when inoculum size was not critical,

into 25 ml of media.

Ten fold dilutions of each culture were made by serially transferring 0.5

ml into 4.5 ml of sterile distilled water until proper dilutions were reached.

These were plated in triplicate by pipeting 0.1 ml of the dilution onto each

plate and spreading this inoculum with sterile glass spreaders and an electric

plate rotator. The experimental cultures were diluted and plated after 0, 12,

24, 36 and 48 hrs. incubation. The plates were incubated for 72 to 120 hrs

at 300C. All plates were counted unless growth was confulent and all counts

chosen for analysis contained approximately 30 to 300 colonies per plate. Growth
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curves were made by plotting experimental culture time against the number of

cells per ml calculated from the counts.

Cyst Stain

Cells from some liquid cultures were preserved for later observation by

using the cyst stain of Vela and Wyss (18) . These samples were studied and

photographed by the methods described above.

Amino Acid Analysis

Amino acid analysis of samples of TSB was carried out in the laboratory

of Dr. Robert Gracy of the North Texas State University Chemistry Depart-

ment using a Beckman 120-C amino acid analyzer (Beckman Instruments, Inc.,

Palo Alto, California) . Results were expressed as millimolar concentration

and converted to mg per liter.

Replica Plating

Replica plating of selected viable cell count plates was carried out in a

manner similar to that described by Oginsky and Umbreit (9) . Colonies on

the surfaces of plates were pressed onto sterile pieces of velveteen secured to

the lid of a suitably sized jar and replicas obtained on Burk's agar plates or TSA

plates. All replicas were made in duplicate. The replica plates were incubated

at 370 C for 48 to 72 hrs.



RESULTS

A photoreactivation experiment was performed with Azotobacter vine-

landii using the dilution and plate count method for enumerating the bacteria.

The plate counts yielded different results for TSA plates and Burk's agar

plates. Viable cell plate count experiments without photoreactivation were then

performed. It was observed that A. vinelandii from Burk's liquid media cultures

produced fewer colonies on TSA than on Burk's agar plates, especially at about

24 hrs incubation of the Burk's liquid culture. These results, because few

cultures were plated, did not give conclusive data although it was felt that they

did give a generally valid picture of growth of A. vinelandii on TSA versus

growth on Burk's agar.

Colonial characteristics of A. vinelandii observed during these viable cell

counts were quite different for growth on Burk's agar and for growth on TSA.

On Burk's, the colonies were large (4 mm in diameter) , opaque and mucoid

with somewhat irregular edges. A non-soluble greenish pigment was almost

always observed. On TSA the colonies were one-half to one-eighth the size'

of those found on Burk's plates, opaque and smooth with round edges. These

colonies were always brownish or tan in color.

The results of three subsequent viable cell plate counts of Burk's liquid

media cultures are shown in figures 1, 2, and 3. Numbers of cells per

ml is plotted against incubation times of the liquid cultures. The counts

varied somewhat among the three Burk's liquid cultures for both the Burk's

15
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agar plate counts and the TSA plate counts. However a noticeable difference

in plate counts is seen on TSA when compared to the counts obtained on Burk's

agar plates at 24 hrs incubation of the Burk's liquid. The TSA counts are low-

er. After 36 hrs incubation of the Burk's liquid medium cultures, more consis-

tant results between TSA plate counts and Burk's agar plate counts are seen.

Figure 4 shows the average numbers of cells per ml calculated from Burk's

agar plates and from TSA plates of the three Burk's liquid medium cultures

plotted against incubation time. Again the TSA counts are lower than those

obtained on Burk's agar plates.

Cells from cultures of Burk's liquid media used in these plate counts at

24 hrs incubation studied under phase contrast appeared to be typical in size'

and shape of those of A. vinelandii in the log phase of growth.

During these plate count experiments, samples from all of the Burk's

liquid medium cultures were placed in the cyst stain each time the cultures

were sampled. Figure 10 is a photomicrograph of some of these stained cells.

Examination showed no significant changes in size or shape of cells at any time.

Burk's cultures incubated for 36 to 48 hrs appeared to contain cells somewhat

smaller and more irregular in shape than those in cultures at 24 hrs incubation.

During these plate count experiments, it was noted that colonies which

formed on the TSA plates of one of the dilutions made from one of the Burk's

liquid cultures that had been incubated 36 hrs were approximately one-half

the size of colonies on the rest of the TSA plates used in the counts. The

plates with the smaller colonies had been incubated 3 to 5 days. Micro-
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scopic observation of some of these small colonies showed them to consist

almost completely of fungoid cells with some filamentous shapes.

Colonies grown on Burk's agar plates in the course of these plate count

experiments were replica plated onto fresh TSA plates to see if any of the

colonies on the Burk's plates were incapable of producing growth on TSA.

All colonies which formed on the Burk's agar plates gave rise to colonies on

TSA plates even if TSA plates of corresponding Burk's liquid culture and

dilution made during the plate counts had produced fewer colonies than the

Burk's agar plates. In addition, all colonies grown on TSA plates during the

plate count experiments and replica plated onto fresh Burk's agar plates pro-

duced colonies on the Burk's agar replicas.

A. vinelandii was next grown in several TSB cultures to see if any mor-

phological changes could be observed. When A. vinelandii from stock culture

was inoculated into TSB, fungoid cells were observed in all cultures after

about 18 hrs incubation. These reverted to shapes typically encountered in

Burk's nitrogen-free media after 48 hrs incubation.

Microscopic examination of control Burk's liquid media cultures showed

all cells to be typical rod and oval shapes. Fungoid cells were never observed

in Burk's liquid or on Burk's agar even over long incubation times.

Fungoid cells themselves were observed to be motile in many of the TSB

cultures. The cells moved along definite trajectories in a spiral manner re-

miniscent of paramecia.

Microscopic examination of the TSB cultures revealed other types of cells

present. Large, round, apparently empty cells which resembled spheroplasts
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were observed in some of the TSB cultures that contained fungoid cells. These

appeared at the time that or after fungoid cells were first seen in the cultures.

Figure 11 is a photomicrograph of one of these cells. Small granules, often

rapidly moving, were visible inside most of these cells. Small particles close-

ly resembling these granules were noted on many occasions moving freely in

the TSB cultures. In addition, structures similar in appearance to ruptured

cells or, possibly, discarded capsular material were observed in the cultures

after formation of fungoid cells. Figure 12 is a photomicrograph of one such

structure. A TSB culture in which fungoid cells had been replaced by typi-

cal Burk's nitrogen-free cells following 48 hrs incubation showed a relatively

large number of these apparently ruptured cells.

In an experiment where a relatively large inoculum from a Burk's culture

was used to start TSB cultures (2.5 ml into 20 ml TSB) , cells with some fungoid

characteristics (mainly elongations of cells) appeared, but no true fungoid

cells were seen. The TSB cultures were observed hourly. These cells took

from five to ten hrs incubation to appear. At the time that they appeared there

seemed to be some increase in the numbers of cells and in their movement.

A. Burk's medium dilution experiment was performed to determine speci-

fically any residual effects of Burk's liquid media carried over during inocu-

lation on the morphology of A. vinelandii grown in TSB. Microscopic obser-

vation of the four dilutions of a Burk's liquid culture by TSB after 20 hrs in-

cubation of the dilutions revealed the formation of numerous fungoid cells in

the 0.1 ml and the 0.5 ml dilutions; formation of many elongated cells in the

one ml dilution; and no formation of fungoid cells but the presence of rather
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At 90 hrs incubation one area originally observed at 20 hrs incubation to have

a thin film of growth and to consist of fungoid cells showed thick growth with

a few elongated cells, a large number of oval cells and numerous ruptured

cells or capsular debris.

A Burk's agar plate streaked with A. vinelandii as a control and observed

after 20 hrs incubation showed areas of very thin growth which contained the

rods and ovals typical of growth in nitrogen-free media. After further incu-

bation when growth had become thicker, the same types of cells were observed.

An amino acid analysis of a TSB sample was made. It indicated 0.488 mM,

or 36.6 mg/l, of glycine present in the TSB sample.

In order to construct growth curves for A. vinelandii grown in TSB, a

dilution and plate count experiment was performed using TSB as the culture

medium. The results of the dilutions and plate counts for the TSB culture are

shown in figure 5. Again cells/ml calculated from Burk's agar plate counts

and TSA plate counts is plotted against culture time. It can be seen from the

growth curves that colony counts on TSA plates are less than colony counts

on Burk's agar plates at TSB incubation times of 24 and 36 hrs. Viable cell

counts on the two media tend to converge at 48 hrs culture time. Also, viable

cell counts on both media are depressed at 12 hrs TSB incubation time and re-

main depressed on TSA at 24 hrs TSB incubation. Thereafter the counts on

TSA tend to rise proportionately to the counts on Burk's agar.

Microscopic observation of samples from the TSB culture at 24 hrs in-

cubation time revealed that the cells had become fungoid, though there were not

a large number of cells present. Observation of the same culture at 48 hrs in-
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cubation time revealed a large number of cells, some of which were oval in shape,

some of which were chains of from three to six cells and some of which were

shapes usually seen in Burk's nitrogen-free media. Structures resembling

ruptured cells were also seen.

The Burk's media transfer experiment was performed during incubation

of a Burk's liquid medium culture of A. vinelandii. Following 72 hrs incubation

of the TSB culture made at incubation time 0 hrs of the Burk's culture, most

cells observed were typical nitrogen-free cells along with a few elongated cells.

An incubation time of 72 hrs was necessary for this and all of the TSB cultures

made during this experiment, in order for growth to become evident. This was

due to the relatively small inocula from the Burk's liquid culture. The 12, 24

and 36 hr Burk's samples grown in TSB formed the largest number of fungoid

cells, and showed the most typical fungoid morphology in 24 hrs. Following

growth of the 48 hr Burk's sample transferred to TSB, oval cells, chains of

cells, several elongated cells and many typical nitrogen-free cells were ob-

served.
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DISCUSSION

The work of Vela and Rosenthal (17) demonstrated the inducement of fun-

goid cells of Azotobacter vinelandii 12837 at a culture time corresponding to

early log phase of growth when the organism was grown in a basal medium

containing five per cent peptone. It was reported that glycine was the major

cause of fungoid cell formation. It was also shown that the fungoid cells

produced reverted after 48 hrs incubation to shapes typical of cells grown in

Burk's nitrogen-free media. The present work extends these observations to

Difco Tryptic Soy Broth and Tryptic Soy Agar.

Fungoid cells apparently always require some form of inducement since

they were never observed in nitrogen-free culture media. During this study,

fungoid cells were seen only on TSA or in TSB media.

Contrary to the situation reported for growth of A. vinelandii in peptone

media, fungoid cells which form on TSA and in TSB do not invariably revert to

typical Burk's media shapes. The reason for this lack of reversion is not clear.

The plates that showed no reversion of fungoid cells to Burk's media shapes had

colonies much smaller than is usual for A. vinelandii even when it is grown on

TSA. This indicates that growth of the bacteria ceased for some reason. No

large colonies containing appreciable numbers of fungoid cells were ever ob-

served.

Fungoid cells formed in TSB also will not always revert to Burk's media

cell shapes. It is possible that Burk's liquid carried over during inoculation of
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the TSB cancels out any physiological effect that TSB might have on the cells.

Formation of fungoid cells in TSB cultures seems to decline with increasing

volume of Burk's liquid used to inoculate TSB cultures, so it is possible that

with the greater number of cells in a large inouclum less growth and cell di-

vision takes place. This may result in less fungoid cell formation and less

reversion to rod and oval shapes.

The particular time of incubation when fungoid cells first appear in culture

seems to be of significance. With the exceptions already noted, when large

inocula are used, it appears from the observations made here that the presence

of fungoid cells in Tryptic Soy media is limited to early incubation time, or

at least early stages of growth.

However, a certain period of incubation is necessary before fungoid cells

appear. The 18 to 24 hr interim period before they are formed, and also the

apparent increase in cell numbers and movement observed on some occasions,

indicate that either the cells must begin to grow and divide or must become

adapted to the medium, or both, before they become fungoid.

One growth phenomenon which seems to be related to formation of fungoid

cells was observed during the course of this investigation. A. vinelandii in

Burk's liquid cultures would not produce as many colonies when plated on

TSA as when plated on Burk's agar after 24 hrs of incubation of the Burk's

liquid cultures. Coupled with the observations of fungoid cell formation in

TSB and on TSA, the implication is that formation of fungoid cells causes these

differences in plate counts for the Burk's liquid cultures between Burk's agar

plates and TSA plates.
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These observations combined with those of the plate count experiments with

TSB cultures and of the conditions of formation of fungoid cells suggest that A.

vinelandii grown in either Burk's liquid or TSB produces fewer colonies when

plated on TSA than when plated on Burk's agar at early phases of growth be-

cause fungoid cells have a greater tendency to form on TSA at this time of cul-

ture growth.

The lower number of colonies on TSA compared to Burk's agar which were

seen during the TSB plate count after 36 hrs incubation of the TSB culture is

not consistent with growth patterns seen for the Burk's liquid cultures similar-

ly counted. However, this could be due to the subjection of cells plated on TSA

to fungoid cell-inducing conditions twice within a short period of time.

It is possible that the lesser colony counts on TSA for the TSB and the

Burk's liquid cultures occurred for different reasons, but this seems unlikely.

It is a matter of the consistent observation of fungoid cell formation in Tryptic

Soy media at a time corresponding to depression in growth of A. vinelandii.

It could be suggested that only a few A. vinelandii cells in any given sam-

ple grown on TSA become fungoid and are then unable to survive to form

colonies. In this scenario, it could be postulated that all fungoid cells die

while still allowing for the presence of the colonies that do appear on TSA

plates during plate counts. However replica plating experiments indicate that

there is no reason to believe that all A. vinelandii cells do not have the ability

to grow on TSA in spite of the plate count differences. The observations on fun-

goid cell formation when A. vinelandii is grown on TSB indicate that all cells

have an equal chance of forming fungoid cells in Trytic Soy media and indeed do
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form them. Fungoid cells do not arise from abnormal individual A. vinelandii

cells. The unanswered question is why some of these fungoid cells do not sur-

vive to form colonies on TSA.

If fungoid cells are partially or wholely responsible for differences in

plate counts, it could be a result of autolysis. Vela and Rosenthal (17) have

demonstrated osmotic fragility of A. vinelandii fungoid cells. Structures which

appeared to be the remnants of ruptured cells as well as cells which resembled

spheroplasts often appeared concurrently with fungoid cells in TSB cultures and

on TSA plates during the present study. Small moving granules, identical in

appearance to those observed on numerous occasions inside the possible sphero-

plasts, were seen free in TSB after fungoid cell formation. Vela and Rosenthal

(17) have observed fungoid cells releasing such "gonidia". It is possible that

some, though not all, A. vinelandii fungoid cells that form in Tryptic Soy

media lyse either spontaneously or due to some unknown cause.

It should be pointed out that fungoid cell formation is by no means a lethal

condition for a culture of A. vinelandi. Once reversion to typical nitrogen-free

shapes takes place, colony counts on TSA more nearly equal colony counts for

the same culture on Burk's agar. Most of the fungoid cells formed do not be-

come spheroplast-like cells. The reasons for this are not clear. Motile fungoid

cells were observed, indicating that these are certainly viable.

In light of the above observations, it is possible that the apparent lack of

photoreactivation of A. vinelandii on TSA reported by Peterson (11) is a re-

flection of the organisms inability to produce as many colonies on TSA as

would normally be expected because of fungoid cell formation. It was observed
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by Peterson that A. vinelandii grown in TSB is more susceptible to UV than

that grown in Burk's liquid media. Since fungoid cells form in TSB, it is

possible that fungoid cells are more susceptible to UV than cells of normal

Burk's nitrogen-free medium morphology.

Difco Tryptic Soy Broth contains glycine in a concentration of 36.6 mg per

liter which is at or below the minimum reported by Vela and Rosenthal (17)

for formation of fungoid cells. They have suggested that other substances in

peptone could play a role in fungoid cell formation, and the same could be true

and in fact may be necessary in TSB. The conditions which initiate fungoid cell

formation are probably more complex than might at first be assumed. As point-

ed out above, other substances and laboratory conditions have been shown to

initiate fungoid cell formation (15) . If this is the case, then fungoid cells might

be formed occasionally or regularly under natural conditions, since A. vine-

landii, as a soil and water organism, is exposed to a complex and changeable

environment. If atypical morphological forms of azotobacters are not part of a

life cycle per se, as was once believed, they may still play an important role in

growth of the organism in the wild.

From the results of the viable cell counts reported here it is evident that

care must be exercised in interpreting data from such experiments with A.

vinelandii. Also, it is apparent that fungoid cells of A. vinelandii are at a dis-

tinct survival disadvantage compared to the oval and rod-shaped cells found

in Burk's nitrogen-free media. Whether or not this is the case under natural

conditions is impossible to determine from the data presented here. Azoto-
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bacter species are known to grow better on nitrogen-free media than on other

media (4) , and it has been suggested that they cannot compete well in the wild

with other aerobes that utilize the same nutrients unless it is a nitrogen-deficient

environment (13). Perhaps the formation of aberrant cells such as fungoid cells

as a result of environmental conditions plays some role in these phenomena.
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TABLE I

COMPOSITION OF MODIFIED BURK'S
NITROGEN-FREE MEDIUM

Constituent Grams per Liter
of Distilled

Water

K 2HPOZ............... ......... ................... 3.20

KH 2 PO4 . . .  . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.90

MgSO 4 7H 2 0................... . ............ 1.0

NaC1......................... .... . ............. 1.0

CaSO4 2H2 0. .............................. 0.05

NaMoO4 . *. . . ..... . . . . . .*. .*. . . . ........ 0.01

FeSO 4 -"-"-.-*-. -. . . . . . . 0.03

TABLE II

COMPOSITION OF DIFCO
TRYPTIC SOY

BROTH

Constituent Grams per Liter
of Distilled

Water

Bacto-Tryptone........ .............

Bacto-Soytone...-...........-..-.. .......

Bacto-Dextrose...-.-.--.-.-.-..................

Sodium Chloride....-...-.................0.......

Dipotassium Phosphate....-.-.-..-...............

17

3

2.5

5

2.5
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Figure 6. A. vinelandii fungoid cell in TSB.
time, 48 hrs. (x 1000).

Incubation
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Figure 7. A. vinelandii fungoid cell with bud in TSB.
Incubation time, 24 hrs. (x 1000) .
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Figure 8. Gram stain of several fungoid cells from a TSA plate
with smaller than normal colonies after 72 hrs incubation. (x 1000) .
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Figure 9. Rod-shaped diploid cells and single cells of A. vinelandii
in Burk's liquid medium. Incubated 24 hrs. (x 1000) .
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Figure 10. A. vinelandii cells from Burk's liquid medium incubated
24 hrs. Preserved in cyst stain. (x 1000) .
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Figure 11.
of A. vinelandii.
inside structure.

Structure resembling a spheroplast in a TSB culture
Incubated 54 hrs. Small granular inclusions visible
(x 1000) .
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Figure 12. Structure resembling a ruptured cell in TSB culture of
A. vinelandii. Incubated 24 hrs. Elongated A. vinelandii cell visible to
the left. (x 1000) .
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